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Abstract: In this paper, a novel hysteresis-based current control approach is presented. The basis of
the developed control approach is the theory of switched systems, in particular, the system class of
switched systems with multiple equilibria. The proposed approach guarantees the convergence of
the state trajectory into a region around a reference trajectory by selective switching between the
individual subsystems. Here, the reference trajectory is allowed to be time varying, but lies within
the state space spanned by the subsystem equilibria. Since already published approaches only show
convergence to a common equilibrium of all subsystems, the extension to the mentioned state space
is a significant novelty. Moreover, the approach is not limited to the number of state variables, nor to
the number of subsystems. Thus, the applicability to a large number of systems is given. In the course
of the paper, the theoretical basics of the approach are first explained by referring to a trivial example
system. Then, it is shown how the theory can be applied to a practical application of a voltage source
converter that is connected to a permanent-magnet synchronous motor. After deriving the limits of
the presented control strategy, a simulation study confirms the applicability on the converter system.
The paper closes with a detailed discussion about the given results.

Keywords: pulse width modulation; voltage-source converter; current control; switched systems;
hysteresis comparator

1. Introduction

The climate crisis has brought the efficient use of resources more into the spotlight
of society, politics, and science. Consequently, developers and manufacturers of electrical
drive systems and electrical energy generation systems are more and more enforced to
reduce resource consumption, both in production and in operation. Therefore, the system’s
efficiency is also being increasingly used as a criterion for the controller design [1–3].

The classical separation of the current controller and the pulse width modulator into
two subsequent components requires a precise design and synchronization [4]. On the other
hand, the application of a hysteresis current control allows a combination of the system
parts, and thus, a joint optimization. In addition, in [5], it was shown that a hysteresis
current control is an effective way of achieving fast dynamic response. For this reason,
the design and analysis of different hysteresis current controllers are the subject of many
ongoing scientific works [5–10].

Due to the fixed sampling and switching instants of classical pulse width modulation
(PWM) techniques, stability analyses of current control loops equipped with a PWM
unit usually assume that the output voltage is sampled at the beginning of the PWM
interval. This allows to deduce simplified, averaged PWM models, which reflect the
small-signal behavior of the modulator [11]. However, the assumption of a constant
output voltage is not always reasonable and represents a rather theoretical simplification,
since the pulsed voltage causes significant but usually unmodeled current harmonics in
many applications [12,13]. This is particularly relevant for small ratios between the PWM
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frequency and the angular frequency of the reference voltage. In addition, in the case of
hysteresis-based controllers, no fixed sampling rate can be defined, but only an average
period duration [7].

To overcome the limitations of the present modeling approaches, the theory of
switched systems [14] can be applied. Following this theory, the use of averaged models
can be avoided, as the system’s dynamical behavior in every switching state is inherently
included in the model. Given a switched system, the Lyapunov theory is a proven tool for
stability analysis [14–17]. Based on this theoretical background, refs. [18,19] analyzed the
stability of switched systems with unique stable equilibria at every switching state, which
can finally also be used to design hysteresis-based current controllers with guaranteed
stability properties.

To demonstrate the basic ideas, this research focuses on an exemplary two-level con-
verter system with inductive-resistive load and extends the general concept of [19] to a
control law, which can also cope with time-varying reference trajectories. The paper is struc-
tured as follows. First, an introduction to the stability theory of switched systems is given;
then, a hysteresis-based control is derived. Subsequently, the model of a voltage-source
converter (VSC) plus load is introduced and the proposed control scheme is demonstrated
by example. The paper concludes with simulations and a discussion of the results.

2. Theoretical Background and Proposed Control Law
2.1. General System Description of Switched Systems

In general, a switched system is described by

ẋ(t) = f
s(t)

(x(t), u(t)) (1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn and u(t) ∈ Rn are the state space and input vector, respectively. The func-
tion s(t) represents a piece-wise defined switching sequence with values specified by the
set of all different subsystems S = {0, 1, 2 . . .}. The time when s(t) changes its value is
named switching time or switching event.

The dynamic behavior of a switched system is determined, on the one hand, by
the dynamics of the individual subsystems and, on the other hand, by the sequence of
switching among these subsystems. There are many well-known methods to analyze
the stability in the sense of Lyapunov of each subsystem [14–17,19]. However, even if
all subsystems have the same stable equilibrium, it may be an unstable equilibrium of
the switched system; see Figure 1. Moreover, on the contrary, a switched system might
have a stable equilibrium, even if it is an unstable equilibrium for some or all subsystems;
see Figure 2. In both cases, the switching sequence is responsible for the stability of the
equilibrium.
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Figure 1. Switching between stable subsystems.
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Figure 2. Switching between unstable subsystems.

The Lyapunov stability of switched systems was already discussed in literature and is
a proven tool for stability analysis [14–17]. However, all methods require that the equilibria
to be analyzed are in the origin, which forces the designer to perform a state transformation
in advance. This process is usually even more difficult in practice, as it is often not desired
to guarantee the convergence of the system trajectory x(t) to a constant equilibrium point,
but rather to a subspace around a time-varying reference trajectory xref(t). For example,
this is also the case in converter applications.

In the following, this convergence is analyzed for linear switched systems of the form

ẋ(t) = A
(

x(t)− xeq,s

)
+ B u(t), (2)

with unique stable equilibria xeq,s for all s ∈ S = {0, 1, 2 . . .}. If, as in the case of switching
converters, the plant’s input is known in advance, both the state trajectory x(t) and the
reference trajectory xref(t) can be shifted by A−1B u(t), i.e.,

x̃(t) = x(t) + A−1B u(t), (3)

x̃ref(t) = xref(t) + A−1B u(t). (4)

Since both x(t) and xref(t) are shifted by A−1B u(t), the convergence of x̃(t) to a
subspace Rn

δ around x̃ref(t) deduces the convergence of x(t) to an equivalent subspace
around xref(t). The subspaceRn

δ is bounded by the hysteresis threshold δ for the weighted
distance between x̃(t) and x̃ref(t) and is defined by

Rn
δ =

{
Rn
∣∣∣(x̃(t)− x̃ref(t))

T M(x̃(t)− x̃ref(t)) < δ
}

(5)

where the weighting matrix M is positive definite. In summary, it can be supposed that
there exists a switching control law that guarantees the convergence of the shifted state
trajectory x̃(t) toRn

δ , if:

1. The state trajectory x(t) of the switched system in (2) converges to a unique stable
equilibrium xeq,s for each s ∈ S = {0, 1, 2 . . .} if subsystem s is active and u(t) = 0.

2. The input u(t) is continuous and given in advance;
3. The shifted reference trajectory x̃ref(t) ∈ Rn

ref ⊂ Rn, where Rn
ref is specified by the

vector space, spanned by the subsystem equilibria xeq,s for all s ∈ S ;
4. The slowest mode of the system trajectory x(t) is faster than the fastest mode of the

reference trajectory xref(t).

To illustrate condition three, Figure 3 shows the equilibria of an exemplary switched
system in R2 with three subsystems, S = {0, 1, 2}, a shifted reference trajectory x̃ref(t), and
the corresponding setsR2

δ, R2
ref, R

2 for some t0 > 0.
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Figure 3. Shifted reference trajectory x̃ref(t0) subspaces R2
δ , R2

ref, and subsystem equilibria xeq,0,
xeq,1, and xeq,2 with t0 > 0.

In [19], a switching sequence s(t) is proposed, which guarantees the convergence
of x(t) to a time invariant reference point, in case of time invariant solutions xeq,s. This
approach is extended in the following section to define a switching sequence, which
guarantees the convergence of x(t) to a subspace Rn

δ around a time-varying reference
trajectory xref(t). The following definitions are utilized in this paper for simplification:

x̃eq,s(t) = x̃(t)− xeq,s (6)

x̃ref,s(t) = x̃ref(t)− xeq,s (7)

2.2. Proposed Switching Control Law

Throughout the remaining paper, it is supposed that the input u(t) of the switched
system in (2) is predefined in advance, e.g., by a limited set of voltage vectors. Using (3)
and (4), the subsystems can be represented as

˙̃x(t) = A
(

x̃(t)− xeq,s

)
+ A−1B u̇(t) ∀s ∈ S (8)

with unique equilibria xeq,s . A quadratic function

Vs(x̃eq,s(t)) = x̃T
eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t) ∀s ∈ S , (9)

with the weighting matrix M from (5), is assigned to each subsystem. These functions do
not necessarily have to be Lyapunov functions, i.e., V̇s(x̃eq,s(t)) < 0 ∀x̃eq,s(t) is not required.
In this paper it is shown that convergence is also given with V̇s(x̃eq,s(t)) > 0 for certain
systems and reference trajectories.

Then, it is proposed to extend the switching sequence s(t) from [19] and define a new
stabilizing control law of the form

s(t) =

 arg
(

max
s∈S

(hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)))
)

, ∀ x̃(t) /∈ Rn
δ

s(tδ), ∀ x̃(t) ∈ Rn
δ

(10)
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where tδ denotes the time when x̃(t) enters Rn
δ . The so-called quality functions

hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) are chosen in such a way that x̃(t) converges toRn
δ in finite time. Conver-

gence is achieved by fulfilling the following conditions for all s ∈ S and all t ≥ 0

hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) > 0 ∀ x̃(t), xeq,s ∈
{
Rn
∣∣∣x̃(t) 6= xeq,s

}
(11)

hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) = 0 ∀ x̃(t) = xeq,s (12)

hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) = ĥ ∀ x̃(t) = xref(t) (13)

where ĥ is some constant, and

ḣs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) < 0 ∀ x̃(t), xeq,s ∈
{
Rn
∣∣∣x̃(t) 6= xeq,s

}
if subsystem s is active. (14)

2.3. Selection of the Quality Functions

With regard to the Lyapunov theory [20–22], it is suggested to specify the quality
functions as

hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) =
(

x̃(t)− xeq,s

)T
Ms(t)

(
x(t)− xeq,s

)
= x̃T

eq,s(t)Ms(t) x̃eq,s(t). (15)

In this context, the choice of the time-varying, positive definite matrices Ms(t) for all
s ∈ S represents a degree of freedom, allowing to ensure the convergence of x̃(t) into the
set R̃n

δ and thus the convergence of x(t) into the setRn
δ . Figure 4 illustrates the exemplary

quality functions hs(x̃(t0), x̃ref(t0)) for the above example system and some t0 > 0, where
the matrices Ms(t) were chosen in a way that hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) = ĥ for all s ∈ S with
x̃ref(t) = x̃(t) and x̃ref(t0), which is marked as red dot in Figure 4. Consequently, all
conditions in (11), (12), (13), and (14) are fulfilled.

h0 = h1 = h2 = ĥ

x2x1

h s
(x̃
(t

0)
,x̃

re
f(

t 0
) )

Figure 4. Quality function hs(x̃(t0), x̃ref(t0)) for all s ∈ S = {0,1,2} with t0 > 0.

It can be imagined that the choice of each Ms(t) is crucial for convergence. For in-
stance, Figure 5 exemplifies an unfavorable and a well-designed parameterization. In both
Figures 4 and 5, the color gradient reflects the value of hs(x̃(t0), x̃ref(t0)), with lighter colors
representing larger values.

If the switching sequence is created by (10), subsystem 0 or 1 is activated depending
on the initial value x̃(0), marked as circles in Figure 5. As a decrease in hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t))
is enforced by (14), when subsystem s is active, the shifted state trajectory x̃(t) moves in
the direction of the arrows until another hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) exceeds the value of the quality
function of the currently active subsystem, marked as black lines in Figure 5. From this
point on, the shifted state trajectory x̃(t) moves along this intersection line in the direction
of decreasing hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)), and the system only switches between the subsystems whose
quality functions hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) coincide. The switching behavior along the intersection
line is similar to that of a system in sliding mode. Sliding along the intersection line is
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interrupted only by reaching another intersection line. In Figure 5, this corresponds to
the point were all hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) are equal. At this point, the system switches between
all subsystems, and the state trajectory remains in an area around this point. The size of
the area represents a design parameter and depends on the maximum allowed switching
frequency and the dynamics of the subsystems. In Figure 5a, the unfavorable parameteri-
zation of Ms(t) leads to an intersection point unequal to x̃ref(t). Only if condition (13) is
satisfied, i.e., all matrices Ms(t) are chosen, such that all hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) intersect in xref(t),
the convergence toRn

δ is given; see Figure 5b. The value ĥ of the quality functions at the
intersection point is not important for convergence and is related to the choice of each
individual Ms(t). In this publication, it is proposed to define Ms(t) by

Ms(t) =
M(

x̃ref(t)− xeq,s

)T
M
(

x̃ref(t)− xeq,s

) =
M

x̃T
ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t)

, ∀s ∈ S (16)

with the weighting matrix M from (5). As x̃T
ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t) > 0, ∀x̃ref(t) 6= xeq,s, ∀t per

definition (see (6) and (7)), the time-varying matrices Ms(t) are positive definite and
hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) fulfills the conditions (11) and (12). With this choice of Ms(t), the quality
functions hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) become the ratio of the weighted distance between xeq,s and
x̃ref(t) and x̃(t), respectively, which are all equal if x̃(t) = x̃ref(t).

0 1 2 3 4

−1

0

1

2

3

4

x1

x 2

(a) Unfavorable parameterization

0 1 2 3 4

−1

0

1

2

3

4

x1

x 2

(b) Well-designed parameterization
Figure 5. Topview of hs(x̃(t0), x̃ref(t0)) for all s ∈ S = {0,1,2}, intersection point (black dot) and reference trajectory
x̃ref(t0) (red dot) with t0 > 0.

If a switched system with only one subsystem is considered, the condition
h0(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) = ĥ is given for an infinite number of combinations of x̃ref(t) and x̃(t).
More precisely, the condition is fulfilled as long as x̃ref(t) and x̃(t) are on the same orbit
around xeq,s, illustrated as blue curve around xeq,0 in Figure 6 for some t0 > 0.

Introducing a second subsystem, the set of solutions reduces to two possible equilibria,
specified by the two intersections of the orbits around the two system equilibria xeq,0 and
xeq,1, marked as red dots in Figure 6. Finally, again considering the exemplary system with
three subsystems shown in Figure 4 or Figure 5b, the quality functions hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) are
all equal to ĥ only at x̃ref(t) = x̃(t), i.e., xref(t) = x(t). Hence, defining the matrices Ms(t)
as suggested in (16), condition (13) is also satisfied for all s ∈ S .
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x̃ref(t0) = x̃(t0)
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xeq,2

h0 = ĥ
h0 = h1 = ĥ

h0 = h1 = h2 = ĥ

x1
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Figure 6. Intersection of hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) = ĥ for all s ∈ S = {0,1,2}.

Taking a closer look at hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)), where all Ms(t) are specified by (16) and
defining

Ws(x̃ref,s(t)) = x̃T
ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t), (17)

the quality function becomes

hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) =
Vs(x̃eq,s(t))
Ws(x̃ref,s(t))

. (18)

Applying the quotient rule, the time derivative of the quality functions follows

ḣs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) =
V̇s(x̃eq,s(t))Ws(x̃ref,s(t))− Ẇs(x̃ref,s(t))Vs(x̃eq,s(t))(

Ws(x̃ref,s(t))
)2 . (19)

Thus, condition (14) is fulfilled as long as the inequality

Ẇs(x̃ref,s(t))
Ws(x̃ref,s(t))

>
V̇s(x̃eq,s(t))
Vs(x̃eq,s(t))

(20)

holds. It can be noticed that both quotients in (20) are a measure for the convergence to
the subsystem equlibria xeq,s. When Vs(x̃eq,s(t)) is a candidate Lyapunov function and a
constant reference point xref(t) = const. as well as constant input u(t) = const. are given,
(20) simplifies to the classical Lyapunov stability criterion, where the time derivative of
Vs(x̃eq,s(t)) must satisfy V̇s(x̃eq,s(t)) < 0, ∀x̃eq,s(t).

2.4. Conditions for Convergence

In summary, the convergence of the state trajectory x(t) toRn
δ is given for a switched

system in Rn, when the following conditions are fulfilled:

C.1 The system consists of subsystems having unique equlibria xeq,s;
C.2 The shifted reference trajectory lies in the subspaceRn

ref, i.e., x̃ref(t) ∈ Rn
ref ⊂ Rn;

C.3 The switching law s(t) is given by (10);
C.4 The quality functions hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) are defined by (18);
C.5 Inequality (20) holds.

3. Converter System Description and Analysis

The further aim of this paper is to describe how the proposed control method can
be applied to a practical system. For this purpose, an exemplary power converter system
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is considered, consisting of a simple two-level VSC with ohmic-inductive filter and an
additional sinusoidal voltage source. This system, often found in drive applications
or power supply systems [7,13,23], is introduced and transferred to a switched system
representation in the following section.

3.1. System Description
3.1.1. Two-Level Voltage Source Converter

Figure 7 shows the circuit diagram of the considered VSC. Assuming ideal switches,
the converter output voltage u(t) =

[
uc(t) ub(t) ua(t)

]T is given by

u(t) = uDC(t) · p (21)

and the corresponding phase voltage vector uP(t) =
[

uP,c(t) uP,b(t) uP,a(t)
]T by

uP(t) =
uDC(t)

3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

p. (22)

Here, the normalized phase potential vector p =
[

pc pb pa
]T , with pc,b,a ∈ [0, 1],

depends on the state of the switches Sc1,b1,a1 and Sc2,b2,a2.

Sc1

Sc2

Sb1

Sb2

Sa1

Sa2

iDC(t)

ic(t)

ib(t)

ia(t)

uDC(t)

ua(t)
ub(t)

uc(t)

Figure 7. Circuit diagram of a two-level VSC.

Both the voltage space vector u(t) and the corresponding current space vector i(t) =[
ic(t) ib(t) ia(t)

]T can be represented in different coordinate systems, where the most
frequently used is the 120° phase coordinate system with the three axes c, b, a and the
orthogonal coordinate system with two axes (α, β), which is utilized in this paper. The α-
axis of this stationary reference system is aligned with the a-phase of the VSC, as shown in
the converter hexagon in Figure 8. The converter hexagon is formed by the possible phase
potentials p.

The unscaled transformation between variables in the (c, b, a) phase coordinate system,
i.e., xc,b,a(t), and variables in the (α, β) reference frame, i.e., xα,β(t), is given by [24]

xα(t) = xa(t)−
xb(t) + xc(t)

2
(23)

xβ(t) =
√

3(xb(t)− xc(t))
2

. (24)
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Considering (21), (23), and (24), the voltage space vector uP(t) in (α, β) reference frame
is given by

uα(t) = uDC(t)
(

pa −
pb + pc

2

)
(25)

uβ(t) =
√

3uDC(t) (pb − pc)

2
. (26)

[
1 1 1

]T[
0 0 0

]T [
0 0 1

]T

[
0 1 1

]T[
0 1 0

]T

[
1 1 0

]T

[
1 0 0

]T [
1 0 1

]T

c

b

aα

β

I
II

III

IV
V

VI

Figure 8. Hexagon of a two-level converter and stationary reference frames.

3.1.2. Load Model

The converter load is described by an ohmic-inductive filter and a voltage source.
The ohmic-inductive filter part shown in Figure 9 can be used to model the simple output
filter plus grid impedance of an electrical power supply system or the stator windings of an
electrical machine, where the voltage source corresponds to the grid voltage or the electro
magnetic force (EMF), respectively; see, e.g., [7,13,23].

Rs Ls
uEMF,c(t)

Rs Ls
uEMF,b(t)

Rs Ls
uEMF,a(t)ia(t)

ib(t)

ic(t)

uP,c(t)

uP,b(t)

uP,a(t)

Figure 9. Circuit diagram of the converter load.
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In this paper, the load should be given by a symmetrical permanent magnetic syn-
chronous machine (PMSM), which can be modeled by the normalized (α, β) frame voltage
equations from [24]

di′α(t)
dt

=
−1
Ts

(
i′α(t)−

u′α(t)
R′

+
uEMF,α

R′

)
=
−1
Ts

(
i′α(t)−

u′α(t)
R′
− cEMF ω′(t) sin(ε(t))

)
(27)

di′β(t)

dt
=
−1
Ts

(
i′β(t)−

u′β(t)

R′
+

uEMF,β

R′

)
=
−1
Ts

(
i′β(t)−

u′β(t)

R′
+ cEMF ω′(t) cos(ε(t))

)
(28)

using the normalized values

u′ = u
unom

, i′ = i
inom

, ω′ = ω
ωnom

R′ = Rs·inom
unom

, L′ = Ls·inom
unom

, Ts = L′
R′

(29)

where unom is the machine’s nominal voltage, inom is the machine’s nominal current, and
cEMF defines the EMF constant

cEMF =
zp ΦF ωnom

L′ unom
Ts. (30)

Here, Rs and Ls are the resistance and inductance of a stator winding, respectively,
ωnom specifies the machine’s nominal angular frequency, ΦF is the permanent magnetic
excitation, and zp is the number of pole pairs. The EMF constant cEMF in combination with
normalized angular frequency ω′(t), i.e., the last term in (27) and (28), respectively, defines
the normalized current caused by the EMF. The electrical angle, and thus, the position of
the rotor, are represented by ε(t), specified by

dω′(t)
dt

=
2 ΦF zp inom

3 Θ ωnom

(
cos(ε(t)) i′β(t)− sin(ε(t)) i′α(t)

)
− mL(t)

Θωnom
(31)

dε(t)
dt

= zp ωnom ω′(t), (32)

where mL(t) and Θ are the load torque and rotor inertia, respectively. Since the dynamics
of the mechanical machine part are slow compared with the dynamics of the electrical
part, the EMF is usually considered to be a slowly varying but independent disturbance
in the current control loop; see, e.g., [4]. Moreover, (31) and (32) are not considered in the
following. In this paper, the load and the VSC are analyzed as one system. By combining
(25), (26), (27), and (28), the interconnected system can be described by

di′α(t)
dt

=
−1
Ts

(
i′α(t)−

pa − pb+pc
2

R′
u′DC(t)− cEMF ω′(t) sin(ε(t))

)
(33)

di′β(t)

dt
=
−1
Ts

(
i′β(t)−

√
3 (pb − pc)

2 R′
u′DC(t) + cEMF ω′(t) cos(ε(t))

)
. (34)

All parameters mentioned above, as well as the DC link voltage u′DC, are assumed to
be constant in the following.

3.2. Switched System Representation
3.2.1. State Space Model

Observing (33) and (34), it becomes clear that the dynamics of the system depend on
the vector p, and thus, on the switching state of the inverter. Due to the control of the
switches by a PWM, the system exhibits both switching behavior and continuous dynamics.
To cope with this intrinsic switching behavior of the phase potentials, the system in (33)
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and (34) is described as a switched system with subsystems of the form in (2) with the state
space vector

x(t) =

[
i′α(t)
i′β(t)

]
. (35)

Consequently, the system matrix A is given by

A =

[
− 1

Ts
0

0 − 1
Ts

]
, (36)

the subsystem equilibria xeq,s by

xeq,s =
u′DC
R′

[
pa − pb+pc

2√
3 (pb−pc)

2

]
, (37)

and, with B = A, the input u(t) is equal to the normalized current caused by the EMF.
In case of a normal operation, where it can be assumed that the angular frequency ω′ is
constant, it follows

u(t) = i′EMF(t) = cEMF ω′
[
− sin(zp ω′ωnom t + ε0)
cos(zp ω′ωnom t + ε0)

]
, (38)

where it is assumed that the angular frequency ω′ is constant.
Within this system representation, each possible vector p defines one subsystem.

The assignment of a given vector p to the respective subsystem is given by

s = 4 · pc + 2 · pb + 1 · pa. (39)

Due to the structure of the VSC, the vectors p =
[

0 0 0
]T and p =

[
1 1 1

]T

imply the same voltage to the load. Under the condition that each subsystem has a unique
equilibrium, both vectors are treated as subsystem 0, i.e., s ∈ S = {0, 1, . . . , 6}.

3.2.2. Shifted State Trajectory

According to the definitions above and the state transformations of (3) and (6), it
follows

x̃eq,s(t) = x(t) + i′EMF(t)− xeq,s

=

[
i′α(t)
i′β(t)

]
+ cEMF ω′

[
− sin(zp ω′ωnom t + ε0)
cos(zp ω′ωnom t + ε0)

]
−

u′DC
R′

[
pa − pb+pc

2√
3 (pb−pc)

2

]
. (40)

Furthermore, its time derivative is given by

˙̃xeq,s(t) = ẋ(t) + i̇′EMF(t)− ẋeq,s

= A x̃eq,s(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t)− 0, (41)

where AEMF is given by

AEMF =

[
0 −zp ω′ωnom

zp ω′ωnom 0

]
. (42)
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Since a quadratic function of the form given by (9) is assigned to each subsystem for
all s ∈ S ,

V̇s(x̃eq,s(t)) = x̃T
eq,s(t)M ˙̃xeq,s(t) + ˙̃xT

eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t) (43)

applies. Including (36), (41), and (42) and introducing M as a diagonal matrix, it follows

V̇s(x̃eq,s(t)) = x̃T
eq,s(t)

(
M A + AT M

)
x̃eq,s(t) (44)

+ x̃T
eq,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t) + iT

EMF(t)AT
EMFMx̃eq,s(t)

= − 2
Ts

x̃T
eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t) + 2 x̃T

eq,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t). (45)

3.2.3. Reference Trajectory

As a circle around the origin in the (α, β)-plane is a common reference trajectory of
the system under consideration, xref(t) can usually be defined by

xref(t) = x̂ref

[
− sin

(
zp ω′refωnom t + εref,0

)
cos
(
zp ω′refωnom t + εref,0

) ]
, (46)

and thus, the shifted reference trajectory x̃ref(t) becomes

x̃ref(t) = xref(t) + i′EMF(t). (47)

By choosing this reference trajectory, its derivative is given by

˙̃xref(t) =
[

0 −zp ω′refωnom
zp ω′refωnom 0

]
xref(t) +

[
0 −zp ω′ωnom

zp ω′ωnom 0

]
i′EMF(t)

= Aref xref(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t). (48)

Furthermore, the energy function of the reference trajectory Ws(x̃ref,s(t)) is given by
(17). With (7) and (48), its time derivative Ẇs(x̃ref,s(t)) is defined by

Ẇs(x̃ref,s(t)) = x̃T
ref,s(t)M ˙̃xref,s(t) + ˙̃xT

ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t)

= x̃T
ref,s(t)M ( ˙̃xref(t)− 0) + ( ˙̃xref(t)− 0)T M x̃ref,s(t)

= x̃T
ref,s(t)M

(
Aref xref(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t)

)
+
(

Aref xref(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t)
)T

M x̃ref,s(t). (49)

Choosing M as diagonal matrix, it follows

Ẇs(x̃ref,s(t)) = 2 x̃T
ref,s(t)M

(
Aref xref(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t)

)
. (50)

3.3. Analysis of Convergence Conditions

In the following section, the conditions C.1 to C.5 given in Section 2 are checked for
the given system.

3.3.1. System Preconditions

Due to the switched system representation described above, C.1 is given. Furthermore,
the subspaceR2

ref spanned by the xeq,s is a hexagon in the (α, β)-plane with an edge length

of u′DC
R′ ; see Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Location of xeq,s ∀s ∈ S with i′EMF(t) in the (α, β)-plane, corresponding R2
ref and one

possible xref(t).

In the following, the shifted reference trajectory x̃ref(t) is bounded by

||x̃ref(t)|| ≤ x̂ref + cEMFω′ ≤
√

3
2

u′DC
R′

(51)

on the red circle shown in Figure 10. This boundary ensures that x̃ref(t) ∈ R2
ref is given at

any time. Thus, C.2 is satisfied.
Furthermore, C.3 is given by applying the switching law (10) to the system under

consideration and with hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)) defined by (19) for all s ∈ S , C.4 is also fulfilled.

3.3.2. Derivation of the Quality Function

Finally, it is necessary to check whether (20) is given, to ensure that C.5 is also true.
Substituting (9), (17), (45), and (50) in (20) yields

Ẇs(x̃ref,s(t))
Ws(x̃ref,s(t))

>
V̇s(x̃eq,s(t))
Vs(x̃eq,s(t))

2 x̃T
ref,s(t)M

(
Aref xref(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t)

)
x̃T

ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t)
>
− 2

Ts
x̃T

eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t) + 2 x̃T
eq,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t)

x̃T
eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t)

. (52)

An analytical solution of (52) that is valid in the entire state space is possible under
certain conditions, but it is very complex and usually not necessary. Especially when, as in
the present system, the state trajectory is limited by physical constraints and superimposed
control circuits to a small region of the total state space. Therefore, it is not pursued further
here and (52) is selectively verified for the relevant cases.

If i′EMF(t) and xref(t) are given by (38) and (46), respectively, where

ω′ref = ω′ (53)

εref,0 = ε0 (54)

||x(t)|| <<
u′DC
R′

, (55)

with (53), (54), (55) and the definitions of Aref, the convergence condition in (52) simplifies
to
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2 x̃T
ref,s(t)M

(
Aref xref(t) + AEMF i′EMF(t)

)
x̃T

ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t)
>
− 2

Ts
x̃T

eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t) + 2 x̃T
eq,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t)

x̃T
eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t)

2
(

x̂ref
cEMF ω′ + 1

)
x̃T

ref,s(t)MAEMF i′EMF(t)

x̃T
ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t)

>
− 2

Ts
x̃T

eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t) + 2 x̃T
eq,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t)

x̃T
eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t)

2
(

x̂ref
cEMF ω′

+ 1
) x̃T

ref,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t)

x̃T
ref,s(t)M x̃ref,s(t)

> − 2
Ts

+ 2
x̃T

eq,s(t)M AEMF i′EMF(t)

x̃T
eq,s(t)M x̃eq,s(t)

. (56)

Choosing M = I, to weight all state variables equally, and inserting AEMF and i′EMF(t),
after some transformations, it follows(

x̂ref
ω′ cEMF

+ 1
)

u′DC
R′ ω′

2
zp ωnom cEMF

(
pα cos(ε(t)) + pβ sin(ε(t))

)
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2
>

− 1
Ts

+

u′DC
R′ ω′

2
zp ωnom cEMF∣∣∣∣∣∣x̃eq,s(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(

pα cos(ε(t)) + pβ sin(ε(t))
)

(57)

with pα from (A1) and pβ from (A2). By inserting pα and pβ from Table A1 for s = 0, (57)
simplifies to

0 > − 1
Ts

(58)

for subsystem 0. As Ts > 0, (58) holds independently of system parameters and reference
trajectory. For all other subsystems, i.e., s ∈ S \ 0, (57) can be simplified to(

x̂ref + ω′ cEMF −
u′DC
R′

)2

|ω′| |x̂ref|
>

Ts u′DC zp ωnom

R′
(59)

using the transformations shown in Appendix A. The condition in (59) is valid for all
s ∈ S \ 0. Subsystem 0 still has no constraints; consequently, (59) is the only constraint
among the possible reference trajectories.

In summary, C.5 is true for all reference trajectories xref(t) according to (47) with
parameters ω′, ω′ref, ε0, εref,0, and x̂ref satisfying (53), (54), (55), and (59).

4. Simulative Verification

In order to verify the proposed control method, the converter system from Section 3 is
simulated in MATLAB/Simulink®. The linear system in (33) and (34) is transformed into
the (c, b, a) phase coordinate system and implemented. A time variant reference trajectory
xref(t), as defined in (47), is transferred to the presented hysteresis current control. This
set-up is simulated with the aim to assess the current ripple and the switching frequency
behavior. Since the maximum switching frequency in the practical application is limited by
the semiconductors of the inverter, it is utilized as design criterion. The simulation set-up
is implemented with the simulation parameters listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Simulation parameter.

Parameter Value

MATLAB® version 9.3
Simulink® version 9.0

solver type variable step
solver name ode23s

4.1. Simulation Set Up

Figure 11 shows the simulation block diagram implemented with the values from
Table 2.

Table 2. System constants and exemplary normalized values for simulative verification.

System Constant Symbol Value Unit

normalized DC Link voltage u′DC 2.273 −
number of pole pair zp 2 −

nominal speed ωnom 3.142× 102 1
s

flux leakage ΦF 0.587 Vs
normalized stator resistance R′ 0.334× 10−2 −

normalized stator inductance L′ 9.155× 10−5 s
normalized stator time constant Ts 2.744× 10−2 s

EMF constant cEMF 2.957× 102 −

-
∆xT M ∆x

fmax(hs(x̃, x̃ref))

[
xeq,0 xeq,1 · · ·

]

f (smax, sold)
-

A

x0

xxref

i′EMF

∆x

smax

smax

sold sopt

xeq,sopt

T

F

hysteresis controller

< δ

Figure 11. Implemented simulation set-up.

The utilized switching law fmax(hs(x̃, x̃ref)) is defined by

fmax(hs(x̃, x̃ref)) =

 arg
(

max
s∈S

(hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)))
)

, ∀ t > tδ,1

arg
(
maxhysts∈S (hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t)))

)
, ∀ t ≤ tδ,1

(60)

where tδ,1 denotes the first time x(t) moves intoR2
δ. The function maxhyst(·) represents

a max(·)-function extended by a hysteresis with the hysteresis threshold δhyst. Thus,
a change of the output only takes place when the previous maximum value is exceeded by
δhyst. This prevents high frequency switching along the intersection lines. Both hysteresis
thresholds where heuristically set such that the switching frequency fSW,c,b,a of the phases
are in the common frequency range of a VSC from 40 Hz to 40 kHz [6]. Furthermore,
the function f (smax, sold) with two outputs sopt and xeq,sopt is utilized to distinguish between

the two vectors p =
[

0 0 0
]T and p =

[
1 1 1

]T and generate the corresponding
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subsystem equilibrium xeq,sopt . Depending on the previous subsystem sold, sopt is defined
by

sopt =


smax, ∀ smax 6= 0

0, ∀ smax = 0∧ (sold = 0∨ sold = 1∨ sold = 2∨ sold = 4)
7, ∀ smax = 0∧ (sold = 3∨ sold = 5∨ sold = 6∨ sold = 7)

. (61)

The subsystem equilibrium xeq,sopt is given by (37), where p and sopt fulfill (39).
In a first simulation, the transient behavior of the presented approach is demonstrated.

For this purpose, the reference trajectory is defined by

xref(t) = 1.5 ·
[
− sin

(
zp ωnom t

)
cos
(
zp ωnom t

) ]
, (62)

and the initial value by

x0 =

[
0
0

]
. (63)

Additional simulations are performed with the reference trajectory xref(t) defined in
(47), initial values specified by

x0 = x̂ini
[
− sin(π

6 k) cos(π
6 k)

]T ∀k = 0, 1, . . . , 11 (64)

and the constants listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters for the reference trajectory, initial values, and hysteresis control.

Constant Symbol Value Unit

normalized reference speed ω′ref 1 −
normalized actual speed ω′ 1 −

normalized reference amplitude x̂ref 1.5 −
initial reference angle εref,0 0 rad

normalized initial amplitude x̂ini 2.5 −
hysteresis threshold ofR2

δ δ 3.24× 10−2 −
hysteresis threshold of maxhyst(·) δhyst 0.10× 10−2 −

According to Section 3.3.2, the convergence is given if and only if (53), (54), (55), and
(59) hold with the values from Table 3. Inserting the corresponding values in (59) leads to(

x̂ref + ω′ cEMF −
u′DC
R′

)2

|ω′| |x̂ref|
>

Ts u′DC zp ωnom

R′(
1.5 +

(
2.957− 2.273

0.334
)
· 102)2

1.5
>

3.142 · 2 · 2.744 · 2.273
0.334

· 102

9.797 · 104 > 1.173 · 104. (65)

Thus, the convergence toR2
δ is theoretically given.

4.2. Simulation Results
4.2.1. Trajectory Convergence

The results of the first simulation shown in Figure 12 indicate a fast transient response
of the state trajectory x(t) to the reference trajectory xref(t). Due to the selected initial value
x0, the state trajectory x(t) moves along the β-axis in the direction of the reference trajectory
xref(t) and reaches the target environmentR2

δ after a few switching events; see Figure 12a.
From Figure 12b, it can be seen that the entire transient process is completed after 0.15 ms.
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Figure 12. State trajectory x(t) for reference trajectory xref(t) by (62) and initial value x0 by (63).

The results of the other simulations are shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13a, the state
trajectories for all initial values are given in the state space. In addition, Figure 13b shows
the trajectories of the state variables i′α and i′β over time t with one representative initial
value (k = 11).
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(a) State space plot for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 π
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(b) Time plot

Figure 13. State trajectories x(t) for different initial values x0 and same reference trajectory xref(t).

As can be verified, the hysteresis current controller is able to guarantee the convergence
of the state trajectories x(t) intoR2

δ regardless of the initial values x0; see Figure 13a. In ad-
dition, the fast transient response typical for the hysteresis processes is shown. The state
trajectory entersR2

δ at tδ,1 = 0.05 ms; see Figure 13b.

4.2.2. Current Ripple

For the evaluation of the current ripple, the current in the (c, b, a) phase coordinate
system is examined. Figure 14 shows both the deviation of the phase current from the
respective reference frame ∆i′c,b,a and the corresponding spectrum.
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Figure 14. Time plot and spectra of phase current ripple.

It can be seen from Figure 14a,c,e that the ripples of the phase currents are at no
time greater than 12% of the nominal current. In addition, Figure 14b,d,f shows a broad
spectrum with values smaller than the 2% nominal current. The total harmonic distortion
(THD) of the currents, defined by

THDI =

√(
I
I1

)2
− 1 (66)

according to [25], is used as a quality criterion. Here, I denotes the sum of root mean square
values (RMS) of the current harmonics and I1 the RMS of its fundamental component,
considering harmonic components up to the 50th order [26]. The values listed in Table 4
are below the limit of 5 % nominal current required in [26] for all phases.

Table 4. Phase current THD for all phases.

System Constant Symbol Value Unit

phase number c b a −
current THD THDI,c,b,a 3.201 3.123 3.119 %

4.3. Switching Behavior

For the practical application of the hysteresis controller, the maximum switching
frequency is an important parameter, since it is limited by the semiconductors used in the
converter. Here, not the frequency of switching between the subsystems but the switching
frequency of the individual phases of the converter is critical. Since this is equivalent to
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a change of the potential of the corresponding element of the vector p, the instantaneous
switching frequency fSW,c,b,a of the phases is determined by a period measurement between
two positive edges of pc,b,a. As with all hysteresis-based methods, the switching frequency
is not constant. The switching frequency behavior can be characterized by the maximum
f̂SW,c,b,a, average f̄SW,c,b,a, and minimum switching frequency f̌SW,c,b,a; see Table 5.

Table 5. Switching frequency values for all phases.

System Constant Symbol Value Unit

phase number c b a −
maximum switching frequency f̂SW,c,b,a 38.760 32.787 32.787 kHz

average switching frequency f̄SW,c,b,a 18.662 16.432 18.117 kHz
minimum switching frequency f̌SW,c,b,a 1.810 1.861 2.013 kHz

On the one hand, it can be seen that the required frequency band is maintained on
all three phases. On the other hand, the different values on the individual phases indicate
different loads on the corresponding semiconductors.

Since these values only represent the switching frequency behavior to a limited extent,
the time curves of the instantaneous switching frequencies fSW,c,b,a are shown in Figure 15.
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(a) Time plot of fSW,c.
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Figure 15. Switching frequency fSW,c,b,a of positive potential on each phase.

The curves show a similar behavior on all three phases, which are also shifted by 120°
to each other due to the 120° phase shift between the currents.

5. Discussion

In this paper, a novel hysteresis-based current control approach was presented. The ba-
sis of the developed control approach is the theory of switching systems, in particular,
the system class of switching systems with multiple equilibria. The special feature of this
system class is that each stable subsystem converges to its own equilibrium when it is
active. This property allows the state trajectory x(t) to converge to a reference trajectory
xref(t) by an appropriate switching between these subsystems. In the first part of this paper,
it was shown that the presented approach minimizes the quality functions hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t))
for all s ∈ S by applying the switching law (10). Furthermore, it was shown that reaching
the minimum ĥ is equivalent to the convergence of the state trajectory x(t) to the reference
trajectory xref(t). To prevent high-frequency switching at the reference trajectory, an en-
vironment Rn

δ around xref(t) was introduced where no switching occurs. To illustrate
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the applicability of the presented approach to a practical system, an example application
consisting of a voltage source converter plus load was introduced in the second part of the
paper. After adapting the system to the above-mentioned system class, the applicability of
the presented approach was shown by verifying the conditions established in Section 2.2.
In the simulations subsequently shown, the control approach was extended by the addi-
tional hysteresis threshold δhyst. This is necessary to prevent the high-frequency switching
along the intersection curves of two subsystems discussed in Section 2.2. However, the sim-
ulations shown confirm that the sliding mode, and thus, the use of the second hysteresis,
occur only for a very short period. Thus, the state trajectory is within the target environment
R2

δ after a very short time. Consequently, the switching behavior of the control approach
is largely determined by the introduced hysteresis width δ. The presented approach also
shows a reasonable current ripple and current oscillation range while maintaining a low
average switching frequency compared with other well-known control strategies.

However, a reduction of the hysteresis width, and thus, the current oscillation range
are not possible due to the large oscillation range of the switching frequencies, which limits
the applicability of the new controller. The variable switching frequency is a challenge for
EMI investigations. On the one hand, the switching energy is distributed over a broad
spectrum so that peaks do not occur at individual frequencies. On the other hand, an exact
switching frequency prediction is necessary to exclude the fact that the expected switching
frequencies do not scatter into blocked frequency ranges. A meaningful EMI analysis can
therefore only be performed after developing an algorithm to observe or to predict the
switching frequency during runtime. As with all hysteresis-based methods, a fast sampling
rate of the ADCs and an equally fast clock rate of the controller are necessary to precisely
maintain the hysteresis limits in practical implementations. Especially, the need to calculate
all quality functions in each sampling step increases the computational power require-
ments of the approach. By using an FPGA with a sufficient number of mutlipliers, this
computation can be paralleled, thus reducing the cycle time of the algorithm. The maximal
search can then be performed by simple logical operations.
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Appendix A

Since the constants pα and pβ from (57) given by
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pα = pa −
pb + pc

2
(A1)

pβ =

√
3 (pb − pc)

2
, (A2)

depend only on the active subsystem s, these adopt the values listed in Table A1 exclusively.

Table A1. Subsystem constants and phase shifts.

Parameter Symbol Value

subsystem number s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
subsystem constant for α component pα 0 1 − 1

2
1
2 − 1

2
1
2 −1

subsystem constant for β component pβ 0 0
√

3
2

√
3

2 −
√

3
2 −

√
3

2
0

subsystem phase shift φs − 0 2 π
3

π
3

4 π
3

5 π
3 π

For all subsystems s ∈ S \ 0, (57) can be simplified using addition theorems and the
condition

p2
α + p2

β = 1. (A3)

It follows that the convergence condition (57) can be rewritten as x̂ref
ω′ cEMF

+ 1∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)
∣∣∣∣2 − 1∣∣∣∣∣∣x̃eq,s(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
 u′DC ω′

2
zp ωnom cEMF

R′
cos(ε(t)− φs) > −

1
Ts x̂ref

ω′ cEMF
+ 1−

∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)
∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣x̃eq,s(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2
 u′DC ω′

2
zp ωnom cEMF

R′
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2 cos(ε(t)− φs) > −
1
Ts

(A4)

with the phase shifts φs given in Table A1. Since

u′DC ω′
2

zp ωnom cEMF

R′
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2 > 0 (A5)

is given and ∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)
∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣x̃eq,s(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2 =

1
hs(x̃(t), x̃ref(t))

≤ 1 (A6)

applies due to the switching rule in (10),

x̂ref
ω′ cEMF

cos(ε(t)− φs) > −
R′
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2
Ts u′DC ω′2 zp ωnom cEMF

sign(x̂ref)

sign(ω′)
|x̂ref|
|ω′| cEMF

cos(ε(t)− φs) > −
R′
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2
Ts u′DC ω′2 zp ωnom cEMF

sign(x̂ref)

sign(ω′)
cos(ε(t)− φs) > −

R′
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2
Ts u′DC |ω′| zp ωnom |x̂ref|

(A7)
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holds for all s ∈ S \ 0. Taking into account that cos(ε(t)− φs) ∈ [−1, 1], (A7) is fulfilled
independently of sign(x̂ref) and sign(ω′) if

R′
∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)

∣∣∣∣2
Ts u′DC |ω′| zp ωnom |x̂ref|

> 1∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)
∣∣∣∣2

|ω′| |x̂ref|
>

Ts u′DC zp ωnom

R′
. (A8)

With the above definition of the reference trajectory xref(t) and the restrictions in (53),
(54), and (55), the quadratic norm of x̃ref(t) is bounded by

∣∣∣∣x̃ref,s(t)
∣∣∣∣2 =

(
x̂ref + ω′ cEMF

)2
+ 2

u′DC
R′

(
x̂ref + ω′ cEMF

)
sin(ε(t)− φs) +

u′
2

DC

R′2

≥
(

x̂ref + ω′ cEMF −
u′DC
R′

)2

. (A9)

Inserting (A9) in (A8) finally leads to(
x̂ref + ω′ cEMF −

u′DC
R′

)2

|ω′| |x̂ref|
>

Ts u′DC zp ωnom

R′
(A10)

as convergence condition.
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